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Abstract
Part of an actor’s job is being able to cold read: to take
words directly from the page and to read them as if they
were his or her own, often without the chance to read the
lines beforehand. This is particularly difficult when two or
more actors need to perform a dialogue cold. The need
to hold a paper script in hand hinders the actor’s ability to
move freely. It also introduces a visual distraction between
actors trying to engage with one another in a scene. This
preliminary study uses Google Glass displayed cue cards
as an alternative to traditional scripts, and compares the
two approaches through a series of two-person, cold-read
performances. Each performance was judged by a panel of
theatre experts. The study finds that Glass has the poten-
tial to aid performance by freeing actors to better engage
with one another. However, it also found that by limiting
the display to one line of script at a time, the Glass appli-
cation used here makes it difficult for some actors to grasp
the text. In a further study, when asked to later perform the
text from memory, actors who had used Glass recalled only
slightly fewer lines than when they had learned using paper.
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Introduction
An actor’s goal is to tell a story. Good or bad performances
rest on how well actors speak, move, and interact with one
another. In many instances, for example in audition, re-
hearsal, or during rehearsed readings, actors must perform
a text cold. The challenge is to engage in the main task
– telling the story and interacting with the other actor(s) –
without being distracted by the necessity of reading lines
off a page. Cue cards, and scrolls, have long been used to
help actors speak their lines [1], and the Autocue is widely
used by presenters on TV. But these all require the speaker
to either hold a card, or to frequently direct their gaze to a
fixed point.

Figure 1: Actors performing
duologues using Paper (top) and
Glass (bottom)

The peripheral vision, “eye-wear” computer, Google Glass,
can convey information with minimal distraction, even dur-
ing attention critical tasks such as driving [4]. It has also
been used by musicians to display score, allowing naviga-
tion by wink and touch gesture [5]. Using a similar head-
mounted display (HMD) Okada et al. developed a context-
aware prompter to aid presenters giving a speech [3]. That
system used speech and sound recognition, combined with
direct input from the user, to determine when to scroll to the
next part of the script. The current work draws on that idea
but introduces the additional complexity of two actors using
Glass to help them perform a duologue (2 person scene).
This paper describes a preliminary study on actors using
Glass to cold read a script line-by-line versus using tradi-
tional paper scripts.

Actors in pairs worked on two short scenes in front of a
panel of three experienced theatre directors. One scene
is performed cold using paper scripts. In the other scene
actors are prompted using Glass (see Figure 1). The direc-
tors evaluate each actor’s performance according to two
criteria: 1) how well they interact with one another – are

they listening, and reacting, to what their partner says and
does? And 2) how well they read the text – do they seem to
understand what it is that they are saying? Broadly, the first
of these (subjective) measures indicates engagement with
the main task (of performance), the second indicates com-
prehension of the material. In a third analysis, actors are
asked to put aside all script aids and attempt to re-perform
the scenes from memory. Line recall rates are calculated
and compared for learning using paper versus Glass.

Experiment
Ten classically-trained, professional actors, aged between
24 and 61 years old, were divided into five male(M)-female(F)
pairings (M1&F1,... M5&F5). Two scenes from Shake-
speare were chosen1. All actors were broadly familiar with
these plays but none knew the lines of these characters in
advance. Both scenes are around 40 lines of verse, split
evenly between two characters, of similar complexity, and
include opportunities for physical action.

Two Glass devices were set up to display a single line of
verse at a time on each screen (Glassware ‘card’). While
one actor’s line is displayed, as in Figure 2, the other actor
gets a blank card. Each new line appears when an assis-
tant presses a button on a smartphone linked via Bluetooth
to each Glass. (This Wizard-of-Oz approach has the obvi-
ous drawback of introducing latency through both the as-
sistant’s and the wireless link’s response times. For this
reason timing is not analyzed in this initial study.)

Shortly before the study actors were given 10 minutes to
familiarise themselves with the technology. Each couple
had two sessions: one using paper (with either script A
or B), and one using Glass (with the other script). Before
each session, couples were given 10 minutes to read and

1(A) Taming of the Shrew, 2.1 & (B) Richard III, 1.2



prepare using a (paper) copy of the text. Each session con-
sisted of actors performing the scene three times: 1st time
cold, 2nd time following advice from a director, and 3rd time
attempting the scene from memory. The directors judged
each actor during the first two attempts using using a 5-
point Likert-scale, (‘very bad’ to ‘very good’). These judge-
ments are summarised in Figure 3.

Figure 2: A line of text shown
on a smartphone in the same
format as it appears on Glass

The performances from memory are not assessed by the
directors. Instead each time an actor forgets a line, an as-
sistant with the script gives a prompt and the scene contin-
ues. Line recall rate (remembered lines ÷ total lines) is
charted for each actor and learning method in Figure 4.

Discussion of Results
Reaction to Scene Partner Directors judged actor en-
gagement (interaction, listening and reacting to partner) on
average slightly better when using Glass than when using
paper scripts. Fewer reads were rated as having ‘poor’ re-
actions with Glass (8%) versus paper (10%). All directors
(and many actors) commented that Glass forced actors to
listen to their partner speaking, whereas paper would tempt
actors to get distracted by the text ahead. The difference is
slight, however, a fact that is partly explained by the actor
questionnaires: firstly, actors are more familiar with paper
and are well-trained in cold reading; and secondly, many
actors, particularly those left-eye dominant, had difficulties
in switching focus between their partner and the right-eye
displayed text.

Engagement with Text The directors judged actors using
Glass to be poorer at grasping the text (and conveying its
meaning) than those using paper. One clue to this can be
found in the comments, e.g. F5: “I couldn’t see line breaks
– nor have an idea how long my thoughts might be”, and
M1 complained that he “Tended to wait for next words to

Figure 3: Frequency (over 40 runs) of the 3 directors’ responses
to each evaluation question: engagement with scene partner &
grasp of the text

appear more than use the thought”. The underlying inten-
tion, or thought, behind each spoken line of verse can often
continue over several lines and is critical to how an actor in-
terprets and speaks a text. Actors felt limited by Glass only
displaying one line at a time.

Line Learning The average line recall rates shown in
Figure 4 are slightly higher for paper (M=.51, SD=.20) than
Glass (M=.44, SD=.15), though this is not significant. Some
actors responded that they found recall easier having used
paper because they could remember the text using visual
memory. This supports long-established findings on the
importance of visual page cues to learning [2]. Four actors
reported that learning was easier using Glass. F3 thought
her learning was helped by not having to search for words
on a page: “you can grab which bit it is and go”.

Overall Impressions “Actors looked freer to move with
Glass”, wrote one director. The actors were split evenly be-
tween those who found themselves physically freer using
Glass, and those who struggled with it. One participant, F5,
who has an impairment with her right hand, was enthusias-



Figure 4: Line recall rates for each actor, and the average (with
standard deviation), having learned using paper v. Glass

tic about the technology. “I really struggle holding paper...
My left hand [is] completely blocked which is also my more
expressive”, she wrote. However she struggled using Glass
because of an astigmatism in her right eye which caused
her contact lens to slip.

Conclusion and Future Work Glass could be a feasible
replacement to paper scripts for actors doing a cold read.
Most of the actors in this study benefited from some phys-
ical freedom using Glass, though some struggled with the
right-side only design, and some with the limitation of dis-
playing one line at a time. A future iteration of this work will
be to explore different ways of presenting script informa-
tion so that actors get a sense of what is to come after each
line. Part of this will be to try alternative HMDs. The ulti-
mate goal of this research is to replace the “Wizard” with a

system that automatically recognises actor-to-actor interac-
tion (through voice, movement, and eye gaze) and use this
information to completely automate prompting.
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